Abstract: Clustering analysis was carried out on the user's interests is of great significance to the study of consumer psychology. Considering user's interests is a kind of classification optimization clustering model, improve the user's interests using the algorithm of ID3 decision tree classification calculation speed, the attribute of the highest information gain as the test attributes of nodes before, to ensure the result of decomposition users interested in samples required minimum amount of information, building user interest classification optimization of adaptive fuzzy clustering objective function, the update matrix clustering prototype, under adaptive fuzzy clustering model, clustering prototype iterative equation is given directly, guarantee the accuracy of the classification. Experiment result shows that the proposed model is compared with traditional clustering model is not easy to fall into local optimal solution, has higher recall ratio and precision, and has great significance for further user behavior research.
INTRODUCTION
User classification [9, 11] is conducted in the mass data. The data in the classes is of similarity operation to get a decision scheme, in which the similarity between discrepant data can be neglected, which is of great significance in reducing the operand of decision scheme and improving the real time of decisions scheme. The application foundation of this process is the clustering analysis problem of users [1] [2] [3] . Clustering analysis is an unsupervised learning method and based on the principle of "things of one kind come together" [10] . The individuals of one group are divided into several classes by similarity to minimize the individual difference of same class and maximize the individual difference of different class. The scoring standard for different users is different and the scoring of the same commodity by different users is different under the different standard. The traditional clustering method [4] is based on the user's score of commodity, which cannot effectively describe user's interest in the commodity and easily form inevitable personal error, with such defects as slow convergence speed and low precision.
A classification optimization clustering model considering user interest is put forward in this paper, with high recall ratio and precision ratio.
CLASSIFICATION OPTIMIZATION CLUSTERING MODEL BASED ON USER INTEREST

Rapid Classification Optimization of ID3 Decision Tree Algorithm Integrating User Interest
ID3 decision tree algorithm is used to realize the classification optimization of user interest to provide a reliable basis *Address correspondence to this author at the College of Network Communication, Zhejiang Yuexiu University of Foreign Languages, Shaoxing, China; Tel: 15967508105; E-mail: uuem@163.com for building the classification optimization clustering model based on user interest [6] . ID3 algorithm is constructed by Quinlan for summarizing the classification model in the data, which is also called decision tree. The information gain is adopted on each node of tree to measure and choose the test attribute and the attribute with the highest information gain is found as the test attribution of former node. The attribute leads to the minimum information quantity required by sample classification of user interest in the result decomposition [12] . At the same time, it can describe the minimum randomness of decomposition. where, ( ) Cain A is the expected compression of entropy as the value of attribute A is known.
Improvement is made according to the rule generation method, that is, attribute selection standard algorithm. By weighting and increasing the interest parameters, the important attribute annotation is enhanced, the unimportant attribute annotation is reduced and the weight sum is converted into the sum of weight sum and interest parameter to not cover the small number of data upon the generation of decision tree so as to reduce the dependence of decision tree on attribute with more values. Equation (1) is modified as:
Correspondingly, equation (2) is converted into:
The main idea of the optimization algorithm in this paper is to reduce the operation complexity of equation (5), so 
Classification Optimization Self-adaptive Fuzzy Clustering Objective Function Considering User Interest
Considering the above user interest classification optimization results and integrating reasonable optimization conditions, the classification optimization self-adaptive fuzzy clustering objective function [7, 8] can be set as shown in equation (8) and two optimization constraints are given as shown in equation (9) and (10). to adjust the adaptive value. Equation (10) shows that the adaptive j has the constraint of "plus 1", which describes the intrinsic relationship between user interest classes.
The solving of clustering objective function is a nonlinear optimization problem [7] and it can be solved by Lagrange extremum method. On the premise of considering two constraints, the optimization function can be written as: 
where, 1 and 2 are two Lagrange multiplication operators, corresponding to the fuzzy membership and adaptive constraints respectively.
The partial derivative of ij u and j is obtained on both sides of equation (11). 
R E T R A C T E D A R T I C L E
where, ij u is the fuzzy membership of adaptive model and its computational formula is:
Based on equation (13) and (14), the new adaptive clustering prototype iterative equation of user interest classification optimization can be obtained as shown in equation (15):
The above analysis adopts ID3 decision tree algorithm, in which the attribute with the highest information gain is taken as the test attribute of current node to ensure minimal information quantity required by user interest sample classification in the result decomposition and greatly simplify the complexity of user interest classification. The adaptive fuzzy clustering objective function of user interest classification optimization is built and the clustering prototype matrix is updated. Under the adaptive fuzzy clustering model, the iterative equation of clustering prototype is given directly and the classification optimization clustering model considering user interest is obtained.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
To verify the clustering results of presented model and traditional model, the films marked by each user on a film page are divided into three parts by time: the former 70% film data are used as the training set of user's stable interest model; the intermediate 10% data are used to simulate the user's browsing behavior and build user's immediate interest model; and the last 20% data are used as the test set. Table 1 gives the maximum value of objective function of presented clustering model and traditional clustering model in 5 tests and the mean value of global objective function in the iteration and whether there is local optimal solution (LOS). It is known from Table 1 that the indexes of the presented model are superior to the traditional clustering model and the probability that the presented model falls into local optimal solution is much lower than the traditional model. (1 and 2) , the presented clustering model is not easy to fall into local optimal solution compared with the traditional clustering model. When the presented clustering model doesn't fall into the local optimal value and the global optimal value remains unchanged, the presented clustering model can quickly get out of local optimal value. In Fig. (2) , the traditional clustering model has a slow convergence speed and when the global optimal solution remains unchanged, it cannot be improved and get out of local optimal value. The experimental results show that the precision ratio and recall ratio of the clustering results of two models decrease with the increase of number of users and the precision ratio and recall ratio of presented model are superior to the traditional model. The presented model has a stable downtrend and the traditional model has obvious fluctuation.
CONCLUSION
A classification optimization clustering model considering user interest is presented in this paper. According to the requirements of system on user clustering, ID3 decision tree algorithm is used to improve the computation speed of user interest classification and the attribute with the highest information gain is taken as the test attribute of former node to minimize the information quantity required by the user interest sample classification in the result decomposition. The adaptive fuzzy clustering objective function of user interest classification optimization is built and the clustering prototype matrix is updated. Under the adaptive fuzzy clustering model, the iterative equation of clustering prototype is given directly and the classification optimization clustering model considering user interest is obtained. The experimental results show that the presented model is not easy to fall into the local optimal solution compared with the traditional clustering model and have higher recall ratio and precision ratio.
